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INTRODUCTIDN.

leekege inductence is often the lergest single factor in degrading

the performance of a switching power supply. The effects of

leekage inductence in buck and boost regulfJtors differ markedly

from flybeck (buck-boostJ circuits.

This paper describes the effects of leakage inductance on circuit

losses, load regulation and cross-regulation with multiple

outputs. Methods of minimizing leakage inductance in practical

trensformers and coupled inductors are discussed.

Forwerd Converter. The first example chosen is a forward

converter with multiple outputs as shown in Figure 1. Transformer

mutual inductance and leakage inductences are not shown. This

two-transistor version facilitates non-dissipative clamping of the

energy stored in these transformer inductances and also reduces

transistor voltage rating requirements. The circuit of Figure 1

is the same as in the 250 Watt Forward Converter Design Review

covered separately, with a second output, V2, providing 15 Volts

at 3 Amperes in addition to the originel 5 Volt, 50 Amp main

output, V1.

Figure 1. Forward Converter wi.thout Parasitic Inductances

In order to simplify the enelysis, rectifier end trensistor

voltege drops ere neglected. The effects of the parasitic

inductances are most easily ana(ysed in the equivalent circuit of

Figure 2, in which the "ideal" transformer is eliminated. This is
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accomplished by normalizing tha elementa of the input and the
#2 output according to their turns ratios with respect to the #1

main output:

VIN' D VIN(Nl/Np),

Lz' = L2(Nl'N2)S,

Figure 2. Forwerd Converter Equivelent Circuit

V2' c V2(Nl/N2)

C2' c C2(NVNl)&

Lm' ;6 the normal;zed mutual ;nductance of the transformer. Lp1 ;6

the leakage ;nductance between the pr;mary and the ma;n 6econdery,

and L12' ;6 the leakage ;nductance between ma;n and #2

6econdar;e6, all referred to the ma;n secondary, N1.

~ration with no Laekelle Inductance. C;rcu;t operat;on w;11

f;r6t be exam;ned w;th the a66umpt;on6 that the leakage

;nQJctance6 Lp1 and L12' are zero, and the '2 output current, I2',

;6 al6o zero. Th;6 ;6 the ba6;c buck regulator conf;gurat;on w;th

added mutual ;nductance, Lm'.

Referring to the waveforms of Figure 3, filter inductor current.

1L1. is the familiar triangular waveform superimposed upon the DC

output current, 11. 1L1 is carried entiraly by rectifier DA1

during the "on" time of the switching transistors. ton, and free-

wheels through DA2 during the trensistor "off" time. During ton.

voltage VDB et the input of the L-C filter equals V1N'. bolt during

the off time VDB is zero. The output voltege of an inwctor input

filter (with continuous inductor current) always equals the time

averaged input voltage, therefore:

VI a VIN'ton/T

During ton. the input voltage is impressed across the transformer

causing a linearly increasing current. ILm', through the mutual

inductance. The maximum velue of ILm' at the 91d of ton is:

max ILm' = VIN'ton'Lm' (2)
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During ton, normal;zed
transistor current I(l1' ;6 the
sum of the filter ;nductor

current, IL1, and the mutual
inductance current, ILm'.
Dur;ng the off time, I(l1' ;6

zero. ILm' cannot decrease
instantaneously. rh;s causes
the voltage on Lm' to reverse,

forcing ILm' to flow through
the clemp d;odes. rhus the
energy wh;ch wes stored ;n Lm'
w;11 be recovered by pump;ng
;t back ;nto the ;nput source.
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Since the reverse voltege O

ecross Lm' equels VIN', ILm'

will decreese at exactly the

same rete that it increased

during the "on" time, theraby

taking exactly tha same time, 0

equal to ton' to reach zero

again. This illustrates the

fact that in order to reset

the core eech cycle, the Figure 3.

reverse volt-seconds during

the "off" time must at least equal the volt-seconds during the

"on" time. When the reverse clamp voltage is equel to the forwerd

voltage, as in this case, the duty cycle must. be limited to 50%

maximum, otherwise ILm' will continue to rise in subsequant cyclas

which will cause the core to saturate.

101

IClAMP
---~

1- ton -1

Normally, ILm' will be less than 10% of the full load current

through the switching transistors causing 8 negligible increase in

transistor lossas. Likewise, ILm' has negligible effect upon the

open loop line end load reguletion. The energy stored in Lm' can

result in significant losses if dumped into dissipative clamps.

However, this energy can be recovered by clamping to input or

output, or otherwise put to good use such as providing auxiliary

power for the control and drive circuits.

Using the transformer design of ~e 250 Watt Forward Converter

Oesign Review as an example, the 92 turn primary and 6 turn

secondary result in 8 turns ratio of 15.33. The minimum Vlt~ of

200 Volts becomes 13 Volts VIN' referred to the secondary.

Primary mutual inductance, Lm, is 25mH or 8 normalized Lm' of

106uH referred to the secondary. From 'Equation 2, using 8 maximum

ton of 12.5 usec (40 kHz operation), the maximum ILm' is 1.5 Amps,

negligible compared to the 50 Amp peak full loed current in the

secondery. The energy stored in Lm' equals 5 Watts at 40 kHz.

Most of this energy is not lost, but pumped back to the input.

Effects of Leekeae Inductance .;th S;ngla O~ Figure 4 shows

the result of introducing a finite value of leakage inductanca,

Lp1, in the #1 main output. Assume D2A is open, completely

d1 sabling the #2 output.
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Lp1 has the effect of delaying

the trensfer of current between

D1 A end D1 B et the beginning

and end of the transistor "on"

time. Referring to Figures 2

end 4. at the beginning of ton.

Lp1 prevents instantaneous

transfer of the .fil ter inductor

current to D1A. D1B must

continue to conduct e

diminishing portion of the

fil ter inductor current during

time t1 while the current

through Lp1 end D1A rises to

finally equel IL1. The time

required for this current

transition. t1. is simply:

0

tl = IlLpl'VIN' (3)
II i

-V1N l---V AB ~
I

Although VAB jumps to VIN' at

tha very beginning -of ton, VDB

remains at zero throughout t1

because D1B remains conOOcting.

With ton fixed (open control

loop), output voltage V1 is

reduced by the volt-seconds

represented in the shaded area

averaged over cycle time, T.

The open loop output voltage

error is: Figure 4.

AVl = VIN'tl/T c VIN'llLpl/VIN'T c IlLpl/T (4)

Equation 4 shows that the output voltege error varies linearly

with load current. Interestingly, the value Lp1/T behaves just

like an equivalent series resistance: "Rp1" = Lp1/T.

Energy is taken from the input sourca during t1 and stored in Lp1:

1
WLpl- tlVIN'll'2 c 2Lpllla (5)

During time tc, Lp1 delays trensfer o.f current beck to the free-

wheeling rectifier, D1 B. D1 A end D1 B both conduct during tC' and

VDB is zero. This has no effect on the output voltage since VDB

is zero in any case at the end of ton.

The voltage across Lp1 reverses during time tc in order to

maintain its current flaw. VAS becomes negative and the current

from Lp1 flows through tha cl amp diodes (in addi tion to the mutual

inductance current discussed prcviously). Thus, the anergy stored

in the leekage inductence is elsa recovered back to the input.

In summary, the leakage ;nductance between primary and secondary

hurts the open loop load rcgulat;on, but th;s ;6 not usually

;mportant because ;t ;6 eas;ly brought ;nto spec by closing the
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loop. The stored energy in the leekege inductence should either

be recovered or put to good use, in exactly the same weys es the

energy stored in the mutuel inductence.

Cont;nu;ng the 250 Watt Forward Converter example, the 92 turn

pr;mery cons;sts of 4 layers of AWG19 w;re, and the 6 turn

seqondery has 10 AWG18 w;res ;n parallel to carry the h;gh

currant. Assume the pr;mary and secondary are!l.Q.1 ;nterleaved,

that ;s, the ent;re pr;mary ;s wound, then .01 cm ;nsulet;on, then

the ent;re secondery. Us;ng the EC52 core, the primery to

secondary leakage ;nductence, Lp1, referred to the secondary, is

0.52 uH. Applied to Equet;on 4, the open loop voltage error of

the 5 Volt output will be 1.04 Volts et 50 Amp full load. For

correction, a 20% ;ncrease ;n ton will be required under closed

loop control. The energy stored in the leakage ;nductence at full

load amounts to 26 Watts at 40 kHz, wh;ch w;11 hopefully be

recovered by clamping to the ;nput.

If the primary i6 interleaved with the 6econdary, i.e., wind two

layer6 of the primary, in6ulate, entire secondary, insulate, then

the remaining 2 primary layers, Lp1 is reduced dramatically to

0.19 uH. Open loop output voltage error 'jill be only .38 Volts

and the energy stored equals 9.5 Watts at 40 kHz.

Effect on Cross-Regulation of

Multicle Cutouts. The

waveforms of Figure 5 show the

final stap taken of drawing

load current 121 from tha #2

output and with a finite value

of leakage inductance, L12',

betwean secondarias.

L12' has tha effect of causing

an additional delay in the

transfer of current between #2

output rectifiers D2A and D2B.

At the beginning of the "on"

time, while current is

increasing in Lp1' D1A and D1B

are both conducting, holding

voltage VCB to zero. This

means that throughout time t1

there is no voltage across

L12' so that its current

cannot stsrt to increase. At

the end of t1, when the

current through Lp1 finally

equals IL1, the current

through D1B becomes zero and

VCB is allowed to rise.

Current through L12' snd D2A

then starts to increase toward

IL2', throughout the interval

t2.

"
II
II
II
I' II' CLAMP
I ,
I ,
I
I \
I ,
I ,

II '---
-' 0 I -1 t-.-t2

...jt1~ Figure 5.
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During t2, D2A and D2B both conduct, sharing IL2'. VFB is zaro

bacause D2B is conducting. The third waveform of Figure 5 shows

that during t2, VFB is zero but VDB is a positive value' the same

as VCB. The shaded areas represent tha difference in volt-seconds

applied to the inputs of the two filters. When averaged over the

period T, this equates to a differential or cross-regulation

voltage error between outputs 1 and 2. There is no way to correct

for this error, other than by post-regulation.

To quantify this error we must know VDB and t2. At the beginning

of t2, VCB is allowed to rise above zero and current through L12'

starts to increase. This same increase in current must also occur

through Lp1. Thus the two inductors are directly in series during

t2, so that the voltage across each is in direct proportion to its

inductance value:

(6)VDB 9 VCB .VL12' -VIN'L12'!<Lpl+L12')

t2 = <Lpl+L12')I2'!VIN' (7)

AV12' = VDBt2/T = 12'L12'/T (BJ

Note the similarity to Equation 4.

resistance: "R12"' = L12'/T.
The equivalant series

In the 250 Wett Fory/erd Converter exemple using an EC52

transformer core, El portion of the window area ellocated to the

secondary will ba used to add e 15 Volt, 3 Amp winding (45 Watts).

Since 6 turns are used for the main 5 Volt winding, the 15 Volt

output will require approximately 3 times as many, or 18 turns. It

is important that the lower power 15 volt secondary should be

wound Q!1 ill. .Q.f. the higher power 5 Volt winding. The normalized

leakage inductance between the secondaries will always be in

series with the lerger diemeter winding because it has greater

normalized inductence. Cross regulation voltage error is

minimized, because the lower power output will hove smaller

normalized current chenges through the leakage inductance.

The leakage inductance, l12' in series with the outer #2 secondary

in the EC52 core is approximately 0.25 microHenries (normalized to

the #1 winding). The cross regulation voltage error due to load

changes in the 15 volt #2 output may be calculated using Equation

8 either normalized to the 5 volt #1 output or not normalized.

The results are:

Turns Ratio. n- N2/N1 -18/6- 3
Period T = 25 Jlsec

Not Normalized Normalized

l/n

n

l/nl

l/n

V2' -5 V
12' c 0-9 A
L12' c 0.25 JIB
AV12' c .09 V

V2 -15 V
12 c 0-3 A

L12 -2.25 J1R
AV12 a 0.27 V

It is worth mentioning e few additional points. In the example
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chosen, the Issksgs inductence between the seconder;es ;6

physically located in series w;th the low power #2 secondary. The

affect of chsnging output #2 load current on cross-reguletion has

been demonstrated sbove. However, the cross-regulation due to

changing #1 ma;n output load is theoreticall~ perfect. Both

outputs will track esch other perfectly when losd #1 chsnges, end

;f '1 ;6 closed loop regulated, both are regulsted. Th;s ;6

because there is no ;nterven;ng ;mpadence to ;mpa;r cross-

rogulat;on in B8r;es with the #1 output from the common feed po;nt

C in Figure 2. Th;s ;6 why ;t is ;mportent to locate this leakege

;nductance in ser;es with the low power output which hes less

effect on cross-regulation.

Cross-regulet;on cen be ;mproved drameticelly by winding the

secondaries together (multifiler). That is, the wires of ell

secondar;es sre co-m;ngled ;n the seme winding volume, rather then

seperete discrete secondar;es wound on top of each other. This

Can meke the leekege inductance between seconderies so small it

becomes negligible. It is sometimes not prectical to wind the

secondaries multif;lar, such as when copper foil ;s used for one

or more secondaries.

It would be desireeble to include the primary in the multifilar

bundle to reduce tha primary to sacondary leakage inductance, but

this is not prectical in off-line applications because of the

large turns ratio and the need for high voltage iaolation between

primary and secondaries.

Wiring inductance between the transformer secondaries and the

filter inductor inputs {points D and F in Figure 2) has exactly

the same effect as leakage inductance between secondaries; that

is, wiring inductance has an adverse effect on cross-regulation.

It is vital to minimize wiring lengths wherever the current is

discontinuous. This is especislly importent with low voltage

outputs and at higher power levels.

Be eware of the fact that after minimizing leakage and wiring

inductances, the DC cross-reguletion may be excellent, but the

dynamic, or AC cross regulation will be pitifully bad if

individual filter inductors are used in each output. This is true

for any multiple output buck regulator, because p disturbence on

eny output is almost perfectly decoupled from all other outputs

because of the high AC impedance of the filter inductors.

The solution to this problem is to put all output filter inductor

windings on a common single core. This provides excellant AC

coupling between the multiple outputs. The turns ratios between

these windings must be the seme as the voltage ratios between the

respective outputs. The only problem with this technique is that

slight offsets in voltage caused by rectifier forward drop

variations will cauae large circulating currents and output ripple

et the switching frequency. The problem is solved by deliberately

introducina a few parcant of leakage inductance between the

multiple windings of the filter inductor, which ebsorbs the

voltage variations yet does not interfere significantly with the

AC cross-coupling.
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